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Early Nuclear Age 
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Abstract. During the 1950s and early 1960s, civil defence sought to 

anticipate the next war and ensure the survival of civil society. Authorities 

continuously had to adjust to developments in both military and 

communication technologies. The article studies the visual culture of 

Danish civil defence by zooming in on the entanglements of technology, 

visuality, narrative and function. I argue that this visual culture is 

characterised by the practice and visual technique of pre-enactment. 

Having developed this concept, the article analyses the projection of civil 

defence in recruitment films, educational film strips and public 

information aimed at mass audiences. 
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Introduction 

In the history of civil defence during the cold war, predominantly focused on Western 

and neutral countries, the communicative efforts involved in preparing vulnerable 

populations for a total war involving nuclear weapons technologies have attracted 

considerable attention. Scholars have emphasized the national variation in attempts to 

inform and mobilize citizens and has drawn on filmic material to illustrate larger 

patterns in the historical development of civil defence efforts.1 Meanwhile, the wider 

 

1 Joseph Masco, ‘“Survival Is Your Business”: Engineering Ruins and Affect in Nuclear 

America’, Cultural Anthropology 23, no. 2 (2008), 361-98; Bo Jacobs, ‘Atomic Kids: Duck 

and Cover and Atomic Alert Teach American Children How to Survive Atomic Attack’, Film 



field of nuclear studies has developed a sustained interest in how nuclear technologies 

have been framed, culturally and visually. Already in the late 1980s, Spencer Weart 

highlighted the power of images and established a connection between visual imagery 

and the broader worldviews that orient human action.2 A common denominator in both 

fields, however, is the scant attention devoted to visual theory and its conceptions of 

what images do. A notion of performativity is accepted which connects the image, often 

directly or by inference, to broader world views located in cultural histories. Yet, 

 

& History 40, no. 1 (2010), 25-44; Erik Ringstad, ‘The Evolution of American Civil Defense 

Film Rhetoric’, Journal of Cold War Studies 14, no. 4 (2012), 93-121; Matthew Grant, 

‘Images of Survival, Stories of Destruction: Nuclear War on British Screens from 1945 to 

the Early 1960s’, Journal of British Cinema and Television 10, no. 1 (2013), 7-26; Lars 

Nowak, ‘Images of nuclear war in US government films from the early Cold War’, in 

Understanding the Imaginary War: Culture, Thought and Nuclear Conflict, 1945–90, eds. 

M. Grant and B. Ziemann (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2016), 260-86, Peter 

Bennesved and Fredrik Norén, ‘Urban Catastrophe and Sheltered Salvation: The Media 

System of Swedish Civil Defence, 1937–1960’, Media History 26, no. 2 (2020), 167-84. 

2 Spencer Weart, Nuclear Fear: A History of Images (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 

1988). See also Spencer Weart, The Rise of Nuclear Fear (Cambridge: Harvard University 

Press, 2012); Holger Nehring, ‘Remembering War, Forgetting Hiroshima: “Euroshima” and 

the West-German Anti-Nuclear Weapons Movement in the Cold War’, in The Age of 

Hiroshima, eds. M.G. Gordin and G.J. Ikenberrry (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 

2020), 179-200.  



precisely how performativity operates and what it means for distinctions between 

image/imaginary or imaging/imagining tend to escape attention.3  

 In this article, I explore the link between a practice and visual technique of pre-

enactment and one of the core objectives of cold war civil defence: recruiting, educating 

and mobilizing for preparedness. Specifically, I ask how future war and nuclear 

weapons technologies were rendered visible to specific audiences between 1950 and 

1963, how specific representations shaped the imagination of war and legitimated 

particular kinds of policies and actions, and how citizens were invited to see civil 

defence (and themselves)? This line of questioning makes it possible to grasp how 

catastrophic futures were accorded meaning across different visual media and what kind 

of normative, mobilizing power such representations involved. I argue that in this visual 

culture of civil defence the practice and visual technique of pre-enactment constituted a 

core component. Pre-enactment manifested itself in several ways, which was 

determined by an interplay of factors that are reflected in the article’s analysis of visual 

material. These include audience, purpose, media, the nature of the threat, available 

knowledge and resources as well as the policies and planning assumptions in place. 

Through the prism of pre-enactment, we can see how the future was rendered actionable 

for authorities, civil defenders and citizens and how this visual culture shaped and was 

 

3 Historical scholarship on civil defence focused on exercises and rehearsals is highly instructive 

in this respect. See especially Tracy C. Davis, Stages of Emergency: Cold War Nuclear Civil 

Defense (Durham: Duke University Press, 2007); Jessica Douthwaite, ‘“… what in the hell is 

this?” Rehearsing Nuclear War in Britain’s Civil Defence Corps, Contemporary British 

History 33, no. 2 (2019), 187-207. 



shaped by an insistent, underlying narrative of civil defence as both necessary, feasible 

and honourable in the face of the next war.  

 The analysis is focused on the case of Denmark, a small state that perceived itself 

to be on the frontline of the Cold War, which in turn placed considerable demands on 

the country’s civil defence organization. As a founding member of NATO, Denmark 

was also involved in the scrutiny of civil defence problems that gathered pace within the 

alliance from the mid-1950s. On the other hand, Danish civil defence efforts especially 

in the case of atomic or nuclear war were neither extensive nor fully developed during 

this period, which can be explained by a combination of path dependence, underfunding 

and irregular levels of political interest and public support. There was, however, a near 

consensus about the need for civil defence. In this predicament, between an apparent 

need and the difficulty of preparing for a future war dominated by a rapidly developing 

technology shrouded in secrecy and uncertainty, Denmark constitutes an interesting 

case. Not only is the visual culture of Danish civil defence largely unexplored, the 

archive is both rich and manageable for a focused study of visual material, its 

production and circulation. Finally, focusing on a small country brings into sharp focus 

the mixture of transnational circulation of images and ideas and the national conditions 

and priorities that histories of civil defence emphasise.  

 The article proceeds in three steps. In the next section, I draw on film theory and 

scholarship on contemporary security to develop the concept of pre-enactment and 

attune it to the historical study of civil defence imagery. The following, section provides 

a broadly chronological analysis of the links between pre-enactment, policy and 

visuality in three types of communication: the recruitment film, the educational film 

strip and public information. A short conclusion summarizes the findings of the article.  

 



Framing Survival: Pre-enactment  

The relationship between re-enactment and the study of history is both longstanding and 

intimate. In part the philosopher R.G. Collingwood is responsible, since he advanced 

the proposition that the historian’s quest for knowing the past demanded a form of re-

enactment of the mind.4 The precise meaning of Collingwood’s idea and its potentially 

radical implications for the theory and philosophy of history is still debated. Yet re-

enactment is more than a method of the historian or an increasingly popular pastime of 

history aficionados; it is also a widely used technique in documentary, a visual genre 

that sports a particularly intimate relationship to truth and authenticity. For that very 

reason, re-enactments in documentaries regularly produce controversy. While 

professional historians do not necessarily single out re-enactments directly, they are 

traditionally wary of history conveyed in moving imagery and most of the questions 

they raise revolve around the legitimacy of using visual media to reproduce or recreate 

the past.5  

 The concept of re-enactment entails a series of consequences for our 

understanding of truth, meaning, time and the imagination as theorists of film and visual 

culture have long recognized. Paramount among them is Bill Nichols, who has stressed 

that re-enactment poses complex questions about ‘the experience of temporality and the 

 

4 See e.g. Margit Hurup Nielsen, ‘Re-Enactment and Reconstruction in Collingwood's 

Philosophy of History’, History and Theory 20, no. 1 (1981), 1-31. 

5 Robert A. Rosenstone, History on Film/Film on History, second ed. (London: Pearson, 2012), 

80.  



presence of fantasy’ in documentary.6 Indeed, Nichols argues that the temporality of the 

re-enactment is ‘paradoxical’ precisely because it is not identical to a past event. Its 

power is often, especially in the modern documentary, based on a silent understanding 

with the audience that a re-enactment is neither deceptive nor real. Within these 

parameters, however, re-enactments can perform a range of affective functions, from 

‘realist dramatization’ and typification to distanciation, stylization and even parody.7 By 

collapsing time – by effecting a ‘temporal vivification’8 – re-enactments activate the 

imagination. They do so by ‘resurrect[ing] a sense of a previous moment that is now 

seen through a fold that incorporates the embodied perspective of the filmmaker and the 

emotional investment of the viewer’.9  

 The insights of Nichols about re-enactment and its relationship to truth, time and 

meaning can be extrapolated to a range of interventions in reality effected by the camera 

or the filmmaker. The spectrum is wide: from the fly-on-the-wall recording to camera-

driven fiction outside the conventional realm of documentary.10 In this article, I focus 

on pre-enactment, which I define as the action or process of visualizing, performing 

 

6 Bill Nichols, ‘Documentary Re-enactments A Paradoxical Temporality That Is Not One’, in 

Given World and Time: Temporalities in Context, ed. T. Miller (Budapest: Central European 

Press, 2008), 171-92, at p. 171. 

7 Ibid., 182. 

8 Ibid., 187. 

9 Ibid., 187. 

10 For a ‘continuum of reconstruction’, see Brian Winston, Lies, Damn Lies and Documentaries 

(London: BFI publishing, 2000), 105-106. See also Jouko Aaltonen and Jukka Kortti, ‘From 

Evidence to Re-enactment: History, Television and Documentary Film’, Journal of Media 

Practice 16, no. 2 (2015), 108-125.  



and/or rehearsing a possible, future event. The concept, I argue, captures a core feature 

of the visual culture of civil defence in the early nuclear age. The social and political 

implications of such pre-enactments are especially clear in this period, before the genre 

of documentary and its close association with both political authority and truthful 

representations of reality came under intense scrutiny. While the critique of authority 

(and authenticity) invigorated political debate, the phenomenon of anticipatory security 

politics has persisted if not expanded. Hence, the analytical potential of the concept of 

pre-enactment is not tied to the early nuclear age.  

 In parallel to the concept of re-enactment, pre-enactment is both a practice – 

detectable in war gaming, exercises or the rehearsal of plays, speeches or symbolic acts 

– as well as a visual technique. While re-enactment is part and parcel of the history of 

documentary – it was, for example, central to Robert J. Flaherty’s portrayal of Inuit life 

in Nanook of the North (1922) – pre-enactment has received less attention, despite its  

occurrence in visual news-reporting in the early twentieth century.11 Indeed, ‘pre-

enactment’ is not a commonly used term, and it rarely appears without inverted 

commas. Nichols has used it in this manner referring Peter Watkins’ classic The War 

Game (1965). Famously, this production about the unfolding of a nuclear war in Britain 

was censored by the BBC and only broadcast on television in the 1980s, in part because 

 

11 In 1902, Georges Méliès produced a film about Edward VII’s coronation before it took place. 

Edward’s operation for abdominal abscess postponed the coronation some six weeks. Thus, 

Méliès’ film ‘premiered in London on the eve of the actual coronation…’ Elizabeth Ezra, 

Georges Méliès: The Birth of the Auteur (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2000), 

66.  



it adopted ‘the performative qualities of suspenseful, dramatic intensity’ that are also 

found in some forms of re-enactment.12  

 As an analytical concept, pre-enactment can advance the study of preparedness 

and anticipatory politics, whether historical or contemporary. In the study of visual 

imagery, it forces scholars to move beyond (important) questions about what is inside 

and outside the frame, what is emphasized and how representations work. Indeed, it 

directs our attention to the manner and style in which the future is (re)presented, the 

relationship between realism and the imagination, and the functions and purposes that 

are served by anticipatory practices. In contrast to re-enactment, the concept of pre-

enactment enjoys a less complicated epistemological relationship with the truth, since 

what is at stake in pre-enactments is not Truth or the reality of the past but the character 

of the future. On the other hand, pre-enactment is in part a political and epistemological 

struggle about possible futures, what they may look like, how likely they are and what 

kinds of affect and action they (ought to) induce. Thus, pre-enactments do not anticipate 

a future that is certain to come, and neither do they bring them about. Their appeal and 

power derive not from the qualities of confident prophecy but, at least in part, from 

visualizing a potential future (or aspects of it) that relates to or fits with knowledge, 

beliefs or uncertainties that circulate in public debate or popular culture. Not truth but 

realism, or approximations to this vaporous term, is the relevant benchmark. This relates 

both to the probability and possibility of certain events occurring but also to the implied 

authenticity of the phenomena that pre-enactments depict.  

 

12 Nichols, ‘Documentary Re-enactments’, 180; see also Tony Shaw, ‘The BBC, the State and 

Cold War Culture: The Case of Television’s The War Game (1965)’, English Historical 

Review 121, no. 494 (2006), 1351-84. 



 By turning briefly to scholarship on contemporary security politics, we can get a 

sense of the dynamics through which pre-enactments are involved in the production of 

futures, norms and a range of legitimate political action. In this dynamic field, the turn 

towards anticipatory politics in the wake of 9/11 and the subsequent war on terror has 

led to a deep interest in how futures are disclosed and rendered actionable. Ben 

Anderson, a human geographer, has argued that futures ‘are anticipated and acted on 

through the assembling of’ styles, practices and logics.13 Styles refer to how the future 

is disclosed and related to a contemporary epoch and its characteristics. Practices refer 

to acts that give life to specific futures, for example acts of imagination or performance 

(in narratives, through visual representations or through drama and plays). And logics 

refer to the how specific actions or programmes (of precaution, pre-emption or 

preparedness) are justified or legitimized.14 Especially the action-guiding logics of 

precaution and preparedness have historical links to security policy during the Cold 

War.15 The former often draws on a metaphor of insurance, where the cost of inaction 

towards a potential threat needs offsetting. At least in its origins, nuclear deterrence fed 

off this line of thinking. Preparedness is also compatible with the notion of insurance. 

The identification of something treasured – which in civil defence is typically the 

 

13 Ben Anderson, ‘Preemption, Precaution, Preparedness: Anticipatory Action and Future 

Geographies’, Progress in Human Geography 34, no. 6 (2010), 777–98, at 778.  

14 Ibid., 778-779. See also Claudia Aradau and Rens van Munster, Politics of Catastrophe: 

Genealogies of the Unknown (London: Routledge, 2011). 

15 Joseph Masco, The Theater of Operations: National Security Affect from the Cold War to the 

War on Terror (Durham: Duke University Press, 2014). 



survival of the population and the continuation of national life – can justify extensive 

preparations in terms of education, technology and infrastructure development.  

 In the analysis of visual pre-enactments of security, two types of performativity 

can be distinguished. On the one hand, by visualizing scenarios of crisis and survival, 

these pre-enactments give form to one, possible future that may arrive. In doing so, pre-

enactments can underwrite particular policies and strategies (what Anderson terms 

‘logics’).16 On the other hand, individual images included in these visual pre-

enactments carry a performative potential on the level of specific practices. A range of 

appropriate actions are often imitated or performed on screen to instruct viewers to, for 

example, stay alert, avoid panic or take shelter. The translation from pre-enactment to 

public support or appropriate action is not guaranteed, however. Not only are questions 

of security and risk subject to interpretation and debate, visual imagery is also 

polysemic. Indeed, both illustrations of appropriate action as well as depiction of futures 

and the endorsement of policies are vulnerable to contestation and may meet with 

critique, resistance or resignation. This dynamic is central to historical analysis of 

anticipatory security politics. After all, pre-enactments are fuelled by assumptions, 

scenarios, projections and norms, which collectively make up the very stuff of a politics 

of the future. In parallel to Nichols’ analysis of re-enactment, what is central to the 

politics of anticipatory action that turns on risk is that ‘the future … is present while 

remaining absent’.17 As I shall go on to show, this suspended and foreboding 

temporality constitutes a core component of civil defence and its visual culture.  

 

 

16 Anderson, ‘Preemption, Precaution, Preparedness’, 783. 

17 Ibid., 793. 



Pre-enactment and the Visual Culture of Danish Civil Defence  

Based on recommendations from a government white paper, Danish civil defence was 

established by law in early April 1949 – just days before Denmark signed the North 

Atlantic Treaty. As in many other European countries, civil defence grew out of aerial 

protection programmes formed in the interwar period in response to fears of a future 

war fought in the air.18 While the activity of Danish aerial defence was modest during 

the war and while the organization dwindled significantly in the immediate post-war 

years, its influence on the underlying rationale of civil defence was unmistakable: total 

war required total defence. Focus remained on non-military efforts to ‘prevent and 

alleviate’19 the consequences of modern war, a task that was overwhelmingly seen to 

revolve around aerial bombardment and the ability of civil society to survive and 

mitigate its effects. Despite the paradoxical blend of elation and shock that had 

accompanied the American use of atomic bombs against Japan in August 1945, this new 

technology did not initially lead to a reconsideration of civil defence activities. Thus, 

Danish civil defence followed the general pattern of similar organizations in Europe and 

only gradually adjusted to a new kind of total war – a process in which the hydrogen 

 

18 In 1935, the year after the establishment of the Aerial Defence League in Denmark, Prime 

Minister Stauning argued that a re-armament running into billions involved a preparation for 

the ‘ghastly war in the air, which is a particularly vicious threat against the peoples, even the 

smaller ones in the cradle’. ‘Statsminister Staunings Grundlovstale’, Social-Demokraten, 6 

June 1935, s. 6. On the broader European picture, see John H. Morrow Jr., ‘States and 

Strategic Airpower: Continuity and Change, 1906-1939’, in The Influence of Airpower upon 

History: Statesmanship, Diplomacy, and Foreign Policy since 1903, ed. R. Higham and M. 

Parillo (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 2013), 37-59.  

19 This phrase appeared in the Danish Law on Civil Defence (no. 152, 1 April. 1949, par. 1). 



bomb of the mid-1950s was to prove more significant than the arrival of the atomic 

bomb.20  

 The new organization displayed a mix of state and local responsibilities. A central 

agency (The Danish Civil Defence Directorate, DCDD) under the Ministry of the 

Interior was responsible for a Civil Defence Corps, a series of regional command 

centres and for establishing and coordinating the regulatory framework for both the 

national effort and local civil defence structures. The latter were led by mayors and 

involved the police, the fire service and legally required self-protection units in 

workplaces and residential communities. A parallel volunteer wing of civil defence with 

a central organization (The Danish Civil Defence League, DCDL) and local branches 

was tasked with promoting civil defence, assisting the establishment and education of 

self-protection units and supporting state or local authorities where necessary. The scale 

of volunteer involvement envisaged was considerable. From the outset, recruitment and 

education were priorities and given the prevailing media landscape, both the DCDD and 

DCDL were aware of the potential of visual communication – including film, posters 

and exhibitions – alongside more traditional media such as leaflets and magazines.  

 

20 Casper Sylvest, ‘Atomfrygten og civilforsvaret’ (‘Nuclear Fear and Civil Defence’), temp – 

tidsskrift for historie 16 (2018), 16-39; Casper Sylvest, ‘Nuclear Fallout as Risk: Denmark 

and the Thermonuclear Revolution’, in Histories of Knowledge in Postwar Scandinavia: 

Actors, Arenas and Aspirations, eds. J. Östling, N. Olsen and D.L. Heidenblad (London: 

Routledge, 2020), 21-38; Marianne Rostgaard and Morten Pedersen, eds., Atomangst og 

civilt beredskab: Forestillinger om atomkrig i Danmark 1945-1975 (Aalborg: Aalborg 

Universitetsforlag, 2020); Rosanna Farbøl, ‘Urban civil defence: imagining, constructing and 

performing nuclear war in Aarhus’, Urban History (2020), 1–23, 

doi:10.1017/S0963926820000590. 



 In what follows, I use the concept of pre-enactment to study three types of 

material that function in part as ideal-typical components of this visual culture and in 

part as key markers of the early history of Danish civil defence.  

Looking Back to the Future: Recruitment in the Early Cold War 

In the early years of civil defence, recruitment was a top priority.21 Four films produced 

in this period are closely connected in purpose and tone: Civil Defence (Civilforsvaret, 

1951), Women in Civil Defence (Kvinder i Civilforsvaret, 1952), Protecting the 

Population (Befolkningens beskyttelse, 1953) and My Name is Christensen (Mit navn er 

Christensen, 1953).22 The DCDL played a central role alongside the DCDD and other 

government authorities that moderated the efforts. Two objectives were central: 

recruitment of volunteers and raising awareness about and justifying public expenditure 

on civil defence. Some of the films were mainly intended for screening at recruitment 

events and meetings of local branches whereas others were aimed at cinema 

distribution.23 The type of pre-enactment employed points to the delicate nature of 

promoting civil defence during the early Cold War. On the one hand, the entire venture 

 

21 See e.g. DCDL to the Film Committee of Danish Ministries (FCDM), 15 December 1950, 

Old film records, ‘Civilforsvaret’, The Danish Government Film Office (DGFO), Danish 

National Archives (DNA)/The Danish Film Institute (DFI).  

22 Further films were produced in 1954 (Do You Take Part?/Er de Med?) and 1955 (Self-

Protection in Civil Defence/Egenbeskyttelsen i Civilforsvaret).  

23 Minutes of meeting regarding films, 3 July 1951, Beredskabsstyrelsen, Civilforsvarsdirektør 

E. Schultz’ embedsarkiv (ES), Diverse notater og referater, box 134, DNA. By 1955 two 

films produced in 1953 and 1954 had been screened in 40% of cinemas in Copenhagen and 

66% of cinemas outside the capital. See note dated 29 February 1956, ibid. 



was invested with an ideology of preparing for catastrophe which in turn involved 

regulation about shelters, the establishment of a new, extensive organization and the 

promotion of specific norms and values. On the other hand, relying on fear and danger 

involved a risk of alarmism and panic. This balance was apparent already when DCDL 

and DCDD prepared their first film with The Film Committee of Danish Ministries 

(Ministeriernes Filmudvalg) in 1950-1951. A note by DCDL intoned that the film was 

the first of its kind since World War II, hence  

 

It is not necessary to frighten people … THOUGH it is necessary to point out – in 

images and words – that the matter is deadly serious – and that time may be of the 

essence.24  

 

Similar sentiments appear to have been behind DCDD’s opposition to ‘civil 

defence propaganda’, which the agency thought could give a ‘too war-like 

impression’.25 This reluctance was also at play in the authorities’ attempt to steer 

clear of overtly political messages during the early Cold War period. On the other 

hand, Majse de Neergaard – chairwoman of Women’s Voluntary Services (Danske 

Kvinders Beredskab), the female branch of DCDL – argued that a recruitment 

film aimed at women ought to reflect a shared sentiment; namely that ‘[w]e feel, 

we live in a dangerous world’.26 

 

24 DCDL note, undated (December 1950?), Old film records, ‘Civilforsvaret’, DGFO, 

DNA/DFI. This and all subsequent translations from Danish are by the author. 

25 Minutes of meeting with the Film Committee, 26 June 1951, ES, box 134, DNA. 

26 ‘Minutes of meeting about civil defence film, 7 January 1952’, Old film records, ‘Kvinder i 

Civilforsvaret’, DNA/DFI.  



 The employment of pre-enactment as a visual technique reflected this delicate 

politics of fear. The short film Civil Defence (1951) returned to examples of aerial 

destruction during the Second World War and only briefly suggested – to dramatic 

sounds and decontextualized visualizations of explosions and firestorms – that a wide 

range of civil defence activities were needed in the future. ‘Sign up for civil defence 

now’, the speaker intoned.27 The other films were longer and more elaborate, but they 

were similarly slow-paced and portrayed threats that could materialize with a degree of 

detachment and few, if any, details. The specific threat of atomic bombs was only 

alluded to in the vaguest of terms. It was more common for these films to refer to 

dangers in the recent past, for example by mentioning ‘bombs’ in general or by 

depicting bombers in the sky or burning ruins. Alternatively, they referred to potential 

danger in the most abstract fashion as when everyday practices like the protection of 

children was extended by analogy to the protection of country and nation. The core 

message is as clear as specific scenarios are absent. To footage of industrial activity and 

panoramic views of a productive society, Protecting the Population (1953) holds out the 

risk of future horrors: 

 

[T]his small country that we are responsible for and where we can breathe freely 

and where human affairs are prized – it can be hit by destruction. We prefer not to 

believe it, though it is part of our experience …. The catastrophe can happen.28 

 

 

27 Civil Defence (1951), 3:05-3:10. 

28 Protecting the Population (1953), 2:48-3:03. 



This abstract sense of foreboding was used actively to recruit viewers. The assumption 

appears to have been that most citizens were either sceptical of civil defence or needed 

enlightenment about the rationale and character of the functions it performed. In this 

context, visual pre-enactment revolves around a potential future crisis and the norms 

and collective effort required to withstand it. Several films are based on the same 

narrative hook: the conversion of unconcerned or sceptical fellow citizens (a neighbour, 

a co-worker or the random man in the park). Their prejudices, insecurities or apathy are 

undermined when they encounter the ideal(istic) volunteer or the serious civil defence 

official. Humanitarian sentiment, sacrifice, orderliness, collective responsibility and 

timely preparation emerge as core attributes of civil defence activity. These are values 

that will ensure that the effects of a catastrophic, total war are alleviated.  

 The generic story line functions as the fig leaf for elaborate presentations of 

Danish civil defence, its organization and activities. Instruction, training and exercises 

feature prominently, and in ways that stress the seriousness of the future threat. 

Uniformed officials and volunteers are ubiquitous.29 Thus, the practice of pre-enactment 

unfolds as a generalized form of crisis that is used to reassure viewers of their ability to 

overcome danger, provided that they are alert, engaged, educated and share the core 

values of civil defence. As the narrator in My Name is Christensen intones towards the 

end:  

 

 

29 See also Peter Bennesved and Casper Sylvest, ‘Embedding Preparedness, Assigning 

Responsibility: The Role of Film in Sociotechnical Imaginaries of Civil Defence’, in Cold 

War Civil Defence in Western Europe, eds. M. Cronqvist, R. Farbøl and C. Sylvest (London: 

Palgrave Macmillan, forthcoming).   



We would like to protect everything we care for if the catastrophe happens, but that 

demands that we are prepared in time. Christensen understood. Jørgensen 

understood … [on screen message: ‘BUT YOU…?’]30 

 

The performative dimension of pre-enactment in these productions lies in shaping 

civil defence as a national effort designed by the state and operated by principled 

and respectable citizens. The core objective is recruitment and conversion to civil 

defence through information about its tasks, resources and organization. The 

threat of atomic bombs barely features. By 1951, the DCDD had prepared a leaflet 

to be distributed in times of crisis that included information about the atomic 

danger, yet in visual communication ‘the bomb’ was silently subsumed under a 

general dread of total war.  

 While the cinema-going Danish population of the early 1950s did not encounter 

the atomic bomb directly in civil defence films, the bomb and atomic technology more 

generally constituted a salient theme in popular culture and news media.31 News reels 

were not only ‘an essential part of the cinematic experience across the world from the 

late 1890s to the early 1960s’, but appear in their editorial strategy of the 1950s to have 

taken a considerable interest in atomic matters, also in Denmark.32 There were clear 

 

30 Mit navn er Christensen (1953), 17:28-17:35. 

31 Aske Hennelund Nielsen, Dansk atomkultur fra 1945 til 1963. Forestillinger om 

atomenergiens praktiske anvendelse i efterkrigstiden i Danmark, PhD dissertation, 

University of Southern Denmark (2020).  

32 Eugen Pfister, ‘Nuclear Optimism in European Newsreels of the 1950s’, Zeitgeschicte 5, no 

42 (2015), 285-98, at 288; Danmarks Radio, Politikens Filmjournal 1949-1954 (catalogue, 

unpublished), DFI.  



visual narratives at play here, and they reflected ambivalent attitudes also prevalent in 

the UK and the US. This is hardly surprising, since a good deal of the visual material 

circulated into Denmark from these two countries.33 Although the Danish scientist Niels 

Bohr was celebrated as a national hero for his research into the structure of the atom and 

his assistance to the Manhattan project, popular understanding of atomic technology 

was rudimentary. That became especially clear from the mid-1950s when debates about 

the H-bomb and radioactive fallout gradually emerged. These debates were complex 

and spanned questions of security, health and civil defence policy.34 

Visual Preparedness: Seeing the Bomb in the Classroom 

Inside the civil defence organization, efforts were made through a range of media to 

educate and prepare personnel and volunteers for modern war. These included The Civil 

Defence Magazine (Civilforsvarsbladet), the production of literature and the circulation 

of foreign films not solely focused on recruitment. The nature of pre-enactment in 

Danish material remained fairly abstract well into the 1950s. In the richly illustrated 

handbook Civil Defence – a book for volunteers (Civilforsvar – en bog for de frivillige, 

1956) of which 140,000 copies were printed in the first year, the atomic bomb featured 

prominently alongside drawings that illustrated the chaotic environment in which civil 

 

33 Nielsen, Dansk atomkultur; Paul Boyer, By the Bomb’s Early Light: American Thought and 

Culture at the Dawn of the Atomic Age (New York: Pantheon, 1985); Jonathan Hogg, British 

Nuclear Culture: Official and Unofficial Narratives in the Long 20th Century (London, 

Bloomsbury, 2016). 

34 On the nature of these debates see Toshihiro Higuchi, Political Fallout: Nuclear Weapons 

Testing and the Making of a Global Environmental Crisis (Stanford: Stanford University 

Press, 2020); Sylvest, ‘Nuclear Fallout as Risk’.  



defence had to operate. A heading – in futurum – completed the anticipatory nature of 

this communication: THE TASK AHEAD (‘OPGAVEN VIL VÆRE’, figure 1). 

 

[FIGURE 1] 

  

Especially in the context of training personnel and volunteers, a deeper and more 

detailed understanding of weapons technologies was deemed necessary. A prominent 

visual technology in this regard was the film strip, descendant of the lantern slide and 

forerunner of the slide show. Using a portable projector, a roll of 35 mm positive film 

with selected images (often between 15-40) could be displayed in class. Many filmstrips 

came with a manuscript for teachers that typically contained relevant background 

information on the topic as well as an instructional text for each individual image. The 

sociocultural importance of this technology grew in the interwar years and reached its 

peak in the training of soldiers during WWII.35 By the late 1940s, the technology was 

praised for simplicity, flexibility and educational value.36 During the early Cold War it 

was still widely used also in Denmark where the armed forces produced a film strip 

about the film strip as an educational technology.37  

 

35 Levente Borsos, ‘Translation of digitized filmstrips: sociocultural aspects of pedagogical 

potential’, Perspectives 27, no. 2 (2019), 316-31. 

36 See H.R. and I.W. Dance, An Introduction to Filmstrips (London: Harrap, 1948).  

37 Film Strips in Daily Teaching (Billedbånd i den daglige undervisning), film strip produced by 

the Film Service of the Danish armed forces, undated, The Information and Exhibition 

Barracks H1 of the Danish Civil Protection League (H1).  



 Civil defence organizations also exploited the technology. First aid was a popular 

topic, but the film strips covered a wide range of themes – from firefighting to the 

organization of self-protection units and the nature of modern warfare. The emphasis 

was on education and instruction. By 1954, the films strips that were sold and circulated 

to local branches by DCDL’s film service comprised about 8 Danish and 10 foreign 

strips. Titles included Bombs over Denmark (Bomber over Danmark), Radioactivity (in 

English) and The Effects of the Bomb on Humans (in English).38 New strips were 

regularly produced and foreign strips, especially British and American, were 

accompanied by instruction manuals in Danish. A convenient and cheap technology, 

film strips was an attractive way of bringing visual material into the classroom. NATO 

sported a library of declassified civil defence information, including audio and film 

strips,39 and in the US the Federal Civil Defense Administration (FCDA), viewed the 

film strip technology as ‘one of the most effective training aids in civil defense’.40 

 Given its classroom use, factual information and documentation was prominent in 

film strips. Yet they were also used for pre-enactments that could psychologically and 

emotionally prepare personnel for their responsibilities during a catastrophe. The hold 

of the last war was visible in filmstrips from the early 1950s that were dominated by 

historical photos of recent military destruction. In Bombs over Denmark, the Soviet 

 

38 See Civilforsvarsbladet 5, no. 10 (1954), 243.  

39 Orientering fra Civilforsvarsstyrelsen, no. 10 (November 1955), 5; Denmark produced its 

own film strip on the organization and state of civil defence for the NATO: Civil Defence in 

NATO – Denmark, film strip (undated), H1. 

40 Federal Civil Defense Administration, Annual Report for Fiscal Year 1956 (Washington: 

United States Government Printing Office, 1957), 58. 



bombings of the island of Bornholm in May 1945, caused by the refusal of German 

troops to surrender to the Soviet Union, feature prominently. Personnel and volunteers 

were also exposed to a catch-all introduction to Modern Warfare (Moderne krigsførelse, 

undated, but pre-1954). Several frames in this strip were identical to those that appeared 

in the Swedish production Kriget mot Hemorten (The War against the Homeland, 

undated, but pre-1954). One surviving manuscript has a note attached: a volunteer, Mr 

Eriksen, was exposed to the film strip in his own training in Copenhagen in 1951 before 

subsequently using it in the following years to educate local volunteers. In what appears 

to be a personal preface to the class, Mr Eriksen acknowledged that it was impossible to 

determine precisely how a war would be waged; by providing an overview of weapons 

technologies, military forces, equipment and tactics, the film strip instead focused on 

how it could be waged and what might happen in Denmark. The starting point for this 

introduction was the concept of total war illustrated in a drawing of a military battlefield 

in which both conventional and atomic technologies appeared (see figure 2). The recent 

destruction of European cities during the war took centre stage, and the role of 

propaganda and communication was anticipated by the visual illustration of conflicting 

radio transmissions from both the enemy (‘surrender’ [‘overgiv jer’]) and state 

authorities (‘hang in there’ [‘hold ud’]). 

 

[FIGURE 2] 

 

Modern Warfare also focused on the atomic bomb, but the place of the bomb in the 

narrative was paradoxical. While the mushroom cloud looms large in the illustration of 

modern war, it is also placed in the background. Some ten frames were dedicated to this 

latest ‘horrible step’ in the depressing development of modern military technology, yet 



the description of its effects (including a brief mention of radiation) and the inclusion of 

documentation from Hiroshima and Nagasaki (like maps and photographs) did not 

signify a radical break from conventional strategic bombing.41 If anything, the 

instruction served to re-assure volunteers: a good shelter placed under a multistory 

(European) building would withstand damage even at ground zero of an atomic bomb, 

provided it was not a surface detonation. The surviving manuscript contains an early 

mention of the H-bomb – indicating that it was revised and used beyond the early 1950s 

– but it is coolly explained that the effects were similar to an atomic bomb though the 

device was much bigger. At this point, there was no inkling of the crisis civil defence 

would soon encounter. Indeed, the H-bomb merely increased the ‘importance of a 

sizeable and well-organized civil defence’.42 

 The provision of seemingly factual information coupled with a tendency of the 

bomb to be both present and distant meant that core civil defence practices could still be 

projected and pre-enacted on screen. A filmstrip on self-protection units in residential 

communities (Villaværn) pre-enacted one aspect of nuclear war through highly 

localized and practical scenarios that volunteers might face. In a scene clearly staged for 

the camera, for example, a victim was placed in ruins or rubble. The nature of the bomb 

that had caused this scenario made little difference to the practical tasks that volunteers 

should perform.  

 

[FIGURE 3] 

 

 

41 Modern Warfare, frame 25f.; Modern Warfare, manuscript, 14, H1.  

42 Modern Warfare, manuscript, 27, H1.  



Especially from the mid-1950s, however, pre-enactments in film strips gradually moved 

away from such concrete, tangible images in the depiction of future war. This 

development coincided with increasing attention devoted to nuclear war. On the 

contentious issue of radioactive fallout, the DCDL developed a Danish manuscript to a 

high-quality film strip produced by FCDA. The manuscript, intended to be read out as 

colour drawings with a distinct touch of realism appeared on screen, dealt with the 

difficult issue of distance in protection against fallout. The message was clear: fallout 

could catch up on you, and the rules of the game had changed. While citizens were still 

encouraged to move away from the bomb, the direction of movement would be 

determined by the warning time and required communication and several kinds of 

knowledge (concerning surface conditions, wind and weather). What it meant to stay 

alert and prepared had become an altogether more complicated and wide-ranging affair.  

 It took Danish civil defence several years to adjust to the reality of the new 

weapons technology. NATO concluded that civil defence had to undergo considerable 

reform,43 but inside the member states that funded and oversaw these organizations an 

 

43 Iben Bjørnsson, ‘“Stands tilløb til panik” - Civilforsvarspjecer som social kontrol’, in 

Atomangst og civilt beredskab: Forestillinger om atomkrig i Danmark 1945-1975, ed. M. 

Rostgaard and M. Pedersen (Aalborg: Aalborg Universitetsforlag, 2020), 65-102. See also 

‘Civil Defence and Thermo-Nuclear Weapons – Memorandum by the Senior Civil Defence 

Advisor’, 25 November 1954, NATO Archives Online, Civil Protection Committee (1952-

1970), http://archives.nato.int/memo-by-senior-civil-defence-adviser (accessed 24 March, 

2020). 
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institutional logic of gradual reform was often at work.44 In the US, intellectuals and 

Congress began to question the effectiveness of civil defence. Chet Holifield (D-

California) chaired two committees during the late 1950s that were critical of the nature 

of protection that US authorities could provide for the American population. Eventually, 

shelters became part of the national debate, alongside evacuation.45 When Holifield and 

four other congressmen visited Denmark in October 1957, they learned of the 

difficulties of civil defence in a small country: Deputy director Erik Schultz from the 

DCDD emphasized how the geographical features of Denmark, its classification as a 

combat zone and military planning assumptions that involved both conventional and 

atomic weapons made evacuation a fraught business.46  

 At this stage, Danish civil defence had no clear planning assumptions of its own. 

These were only completed in 1959 and stipulated that direct H-bomb attacks were 

possible but unlikely. While protection against radioactive fallout from attacks on 

neighbouring countries became a priority, scenarios of direct attacks centred on 

conventional and small atomic bombs. The film strip Damage Scenarios following an 

Attack with Nuclear Weapons (Skadebilledet efter angreb med kernevåben), available 

 

44 A partial exception is the UK, where the 1955 Strath Report led to far-reaching change. See 

Matthew Grant, After the Bomb: Civil Defence and Nuclear War in Britain, 1945-68 

(Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2010). 

45 Kenneth D. Rose, One Nation Underground: The Fallout Shelter in American Culture (New 

York: New York University Press, 2001).  

46 See ‘Statement on Evacuation by Erik Schultz, delivered at Christiansborg before Members of 

the Military Sub-Committee of the House Government Operations Committee under the 

Chairmanship of Representative Chet Holifield’, Saturday, October 5, 1957, in ES, Diverse 

foredrag, box 131, DNA. 



from October 1960, performed a visual pre-enactment of the latter scenario.47 It was 

almost solely based on declassified US information, predominantly from The Effects of 

Nuclear Weapons (1957) and manuals of civil defence. The imagery was highly 

abstract. Human beings were depicted, but always from a distance. The core concern 

was material artefacts and the transformation of buildings and cars into ruins and 

obstacles. The strip advanced through a series of before and ‘after’ images in a scenario 

where a large provincial X-town (in this case Aalborg in the northern part of Jutland) 

was attacked with a 2 KT bomb (see Figure 4).  

 

[FIGURE 4] 

 

The rationale behind the film strip was laid out in the manuscript. Theoretical 

calculations of damage existed predominantly in the shape of tables and maps with 

concentric circles, and it was therefore possible to appraise the context in which civil 

defence personnel and volunteers had to operate. These theories, however, did little to 

assist the imagination. What would a town actually look like following the detonation of 

the bomb? This was what the film strip sought to provide by ‘as realistically as possible’ 

and based on available information to retouch photographs of various parts of the 

town.48 This simulation-cum-projection constituted a pure form of pre-enactment, 

though the relations between experienced reality in before-photos and the simulated 

post-attack cityscape became steadily more fictional as the imagination approached 

ground zero. Focus was on the theatre in which civil defence units had to operate 

 

47 DCDL, Annual Report, 1959-1960 (November 1960), RDL, 14.  

48 Damage Scenarios following an Attack with Nuclear Weapons, manuscript, 6, H1. 



approximately half an hour after a detonation. On the border between zones C and B (c. 

1.6 km from ground zero) trapped persons would have to be evacuated. Inside zone B 

(within 600 meters of ground zero) personnel and volunteers should expect great 

damage to buildings which would make it necessary to move on top of and not through 

the ruins in protective gear. Evacuees had to be escorted out of the area and 

decontaminated with water. If the attack had been preceded by warning it was 

envisaged that a lot of people had to be evacuated in this fashion. The total destruction 

of Zone A was conveyed through an impressionistic painting (see figures 5-7).  

 

[FIGURES 5, 6 and 7] 

 

Considering the increasing public attention to radioactivity during the late 1950s and 

early 1960s, it is striking that this theme barely featured (it is mentioned only once in 

the manuscript). Focus was relentlessly on practical and material aspects of operating as 

a civil defender at various distances from ground zero. Tables of damage and expected 

casualties were included in the manuscript in appendices. Secondarily, the film strip 

touched on the condition of the victims. In the post-attack situation, it was not panic but 

another psychological aspect of morale that drew attention:  

 

Some unharmed and lightly wounded will be able to evacuate themselves within 

the first hour, though it must be assumed that a certain psychic numbing will hinder 

movement.49 

 

 

49 Ibid., 15-16, H1.  



Despite the abstract imagery, the simulation and the doctoring of images, a considerable 

part of the imaginative work still had to be performed by those instructed. Combined 

with the accompanying instructions, however, the performative power of the film strip 

lay in encouraging viewers to see themselves as cool-headed humanitarians. The images 

prepared them for the task at hand by familiarizing them with the scale of destruction 

and its likely impact on their assignments. Outside Zone A (ground zero) this was not a 

completely desolate landscape. The scale of the weapon (some seven to ten times 

smaller than the Hiroshima bomb) gave credibility to the authenticity of the pre-

enactments appearing in the individual image – though of course the probability of the 

scenario itself was open to question. In instructing personnel and volunteers,  however, 

the film strip did not trade in uncertainty. While the very practice of simulation in this 

visual pre-enactment reflected the nature of the imaginary war and the epistemic 

uncertainties of civil defence planning, the mantra that something could always be done 

to save lives by cadres of well-trained, prepared and sturdy humanitarians was never out 

of sight.  

Information for the Masses: Pre-enacting Nuclear War in the Wider Public 

The preoccupation with nuclear weapons technology in the visual culture of civil 

defence from the mid-1950s was not only reflected in educational material but also in 

internal and external communication. The bomb became the subject of extensive 

discussion and countless visualizations in the magazine of DCDL, in various mobile 

exhibitions and on screen.50 Both recruitment films, including Self-protection 

 

50 Some information about Danish civil defence exhibitions has survived. By the end of the 

1950s, at least three exhibitions circulated throughout the country: a travelling exhibition, a 

window exhibition about the H-bomb and a smaller ‘suitcase’ exhibition. From 1960, a 



(Egenbeskyttelsen, 1955) and Saturday 11:57am (Lørdag 11:57, 1957), and films 

mainly for internal use like The Civil Defence Corps (Civilforsvarskorpset, 1958), 

openly discussed the atomic bomb and radioactivity and included spectacular 

explosions from US test footage. Initially, the danger was minimized, though. In the 

speak for Self-protection revised by DCDD and DCDL, it was made clear that the use of 

atomic bombs on Denmark was unlikely – since its cities were too small for these 

oversized weapons. A diligent civil defence nevertheless had to plan for the 

eventuality.51 The perception of the threat was dynamic, however, and pre-enactments 

centred on nuclear weapons soon entered filmmaking. Civil Defence (Civilforsvar, 

1959), an expensive colour production marking the 25-year anniversary of civilian 

protection efforts, reflected the ongoing transition while paying respect to tradition and 

the entire, complex organization of civil defence. The purpose of the production was to 

demonstrate the value of civil defence now and in the future through an exercise. In the 

preparation phase when the planning assumptions had not been finalized, the director 

argued that it was not the intention ‘to remove scepticism about civil defence, since 

there is basis for this scepticism’.52 The main message was that something could 

(always) be done; from a humanitarian perspective, there would always be lives to save 

 

revised travelling exhibition focused exclusively on atomic war. See Civilforsvars-Forbundet 

(DCDL), Referater af landsrådsmøder, beretninger, Royal Danish Library (RDL).  

51 Various versions of the speak are available in Old film records, ‘Egenbeskyttelsen’, DGFO, 

DNA/DFI. 

52 Forord til synopsis til Civilforsvarsfilm’, 27 September 1958, in Old film records, 

‘Civilforsvar’, DGFO, DNA/DFI. 



even in the direst of circumstances. Hence, the atmosphere of the film had to be 

characterized by ‘seriousness and efficiency’.53 

 The scenario pre-enacted was that of a ‘smaller atomic bomb’54 dropped on the 

railroad tracks of a provincial X-town. Whether or not this was a realistic (or the most 

realistic) scenario, it constituted the optimal setting for showcasing the tasks and 

organizational structure of civil defence and for demonstrating its efficiency. The pre-

enactment unfolded through an exercise for local authorities and volunteers, but alert 

and diligent civilians now also appeared on screen. Nothing unexpected spoiled the 

operation, yet vague mentions of fallout, the necessity of constant monitoring of 

radioactivity and the bizarre statement ‘that the best protection is achieved by not being 

present where the damage occurs’55 indicated that the horrors of future war might not be 

so easily be contained. Critics of civil defence soon ridiculed this type of 

communication.56 The vulnerability of this type of pre-enactment is also apparent in the 

final salvo of the speaker (‘the voice of God’), who intones ‘that even after a large 

attack, civil defence can make a difference’.57 Obscuring a wide range of nuclear war 

scenarios, a smaller atomic bomb becomes the large attack that demonstrates the 

seriousness and efficiency of civil defence.  

 In the ensuing years, civil defence information was increasingly targeted at the 

general population in an effort to raise awareness and stress the responsibility of every 

 

53 Ibid. 

54 Civil Defence (1959), 5:07-5:11. 

55 Ibid., 4:10-4:19. 

56 Sylvest, ‘Atomfrygten og civilforsvaret’, 32-36. 

57 Civil Defence (1959), 18:33-18:38. 



citizen in the case of nuclear war. NATO had recommended this strategy already in the 

mid-1950s, but Danish authorities struggled. The short cinema production Aerial Attack 

(Luftangreb, 1959), produced by DCDL constituted a first, tentative step in this 

direction. The four minute film was supposed to accompany the distribution of a 

national poster to every Danish household, but to the dismay of civil defence 

authorities, parliament withheld funding for the information effort.58 Aerial Attack was 

distributed nonetheless, and compared to previous productions, its visual strategy was 

more direct. Depicting an atomic bomber attack on Copenhagen, the film directed by 

Helge Robbert put civilians centre stage. It constituted a pre-enactment short on details 

and rich in practical advice about the importance of staying alert, running for shelter, 

ducking-and-covering. Depictions of panic was diligently avoided, but both the nature 

of the threat and the importance of individual awareness and action are unlikely to have 

been lost on viewers. The film ended with a massive, expanding fireball from test 

footage. 

 A shift towards the new medium of television was significant for these trends to 

reach full fruition.59 Visual imagery centred on the bomb proliferated as civil defence 

became the subject of several TV-programmes. The Cards on the Table (Kortene på 

bordet), a TV-production broadcast on 9 March 1961 at 9:10pm, dealt with an atomic 

attack on Copenhagen and with radioactive fallout over the Jutland peninsula.60 While 

the program itself has not survived, it is significant that one newspaper preview 

 

58 Sylvest, ‘Atomfrygten og civilforsvaret’. 

59 See also Peter Bennesved and Casper Sylvest, ‘Embedding Preparedness, Assigning 

Responsibility’. 

60 Orientering fra Civilforsvarsstyrelsen 7, no. 2, (March 1961), 1. 



described it as a ‘realistic report’ containing ‘realistic glimpses’ and ‘realistic trick 

footage’.61 Another television debate was aired on 8 December 1961 with civil defence 

volunteers from Copenhagen questioning CD authorities.62 The December debate 

followed up on the most prominent production of this time; namely Radioactive Fallout 

(Radioaktivt nedfald, 28 mins, 1961), screened on television two days prior. Also 

directed by Helge Robbert, Radioactive fallout was jointly produced by DCDL, DCDD 

and The Danish Government Film Office (Statens Filmcentral, DGFO). The film was 

screened at civil defence meetings during the fall of 1961, but since it was also suitable 

for television it came to form part of a larger information effort that culminated in the 

long-awaited publication and distribution of a leaflet to the Danish population a month 

later, in January 1962.63  

 Although the pre-enactment performed in Radioactive Fallout evinced a darker 

and more sombre tone, this technique and practice still constituted a core feature of the 

visual culture of civil defence. As a filmic technique, pre-enactment was now put in the 

 

61 ‘Realistisk TV- udsendelse i aften om a-bombeeksplosion’, Aalborg Amtstidende, 9 March 

1961, 14. 

62 Symbolic of the shift away from recruitment towards public information, some volunteers 

were dismayed that these television programmes strove for a balanced view and were not 

accompanied by intensified recruitment campaigns. See CF-NYT 19, no. 3 (1961), 2-5 and 

CF-NYT 19, no. 10 (1961), 2-5. 

63 Several other countries, including NATO countries, published similar leaflets during the early 

1960s. The clear-blue Danish version, If War Comes, was published by the Prime Minister’s 

office. For an analysis, see Iben Bjørnsson, Rosanna Farbøl and Casper Sylvest, ‘Hvis krigen 

kommer: Forestillinger om fremtiden under den kolde krig’ (‘If War Comes: Imagining the 

Future during the Cold War’), Kulturstudier, 11, no. 1 (2020), 33-61.  



service of an extensive effort to inform, educate and instruct the entire adult population 

of the country. Among civil defence officials and within the DGFO, the film soon came 

to be seen as an achievement in the information arena. In the yearly report of DCDL for 

1962, it was described as the organization’s ‘biggest success [in filmmaking] so far’.64 

The league claimed that the film had achieved an exposure in the press equivalent to 5 

million viewers, and it was subsequently exported to Sweden, Finland and Switzerland 

(where it was intended for broadcast on national television).65 An English version was 

produced during 1962 at the occasion of the film’s nomination for the Eurovision Grand 

Prix Television of Films.66  

 The opening scene of Radioactive fallout is a Danish beach in summertime, set to 

calm but disquieting music. Assuming reluctance on part of the audience, the speaker 

challenges the viewer directly to reflect on the risk of nuclear war: ‘You do not like to 

imagine this? … Is that what you are thinking?’.67 Alongside salient questions at the 

time – Does anyone stand a chance of survival? What will be the scale of death and 

mutilation? – this was the film’s starting point. Footage from an American test of a 

nuclear device immediately directs attention to radioactivity and fallout. The first 5-6 

minutes of the production, which was later reworked into a short film for cinema 

distribution, constitutes a form of science education.68 Technical information assisted 

 

64 DCDL, Annual Report, 1961-1962 (October 1962), RDL, 17.  

65 Ibid. The nature of the calculation was not specified.  

66 DGFO to DCDL, 14 May 1962, Old film records, ‘Radioaktivt nedfald’, DGFO, DNA/DFI.  

67 Radioactive fallout (1961), 00:53-1:21. 

68 The purpose of this short film was for civil defence to provide the viewer of an idea of what 

radioactivity is. In addition to the scientific explanation the film contained information about 



by drawings and animation techniques explains the nature of radioactivity and fallout as 

well as the effect of radiation on cells in the human body. In part, radiation is 

naturalized through references to its natural occurrence, its everyday appearance in 

sunburns and its use in medicine, but the film states unequivocally that its most 

dangerous form is as a by-product of modern warfare which is not under safe control. In 

the same context, the film introduces various thresholds (200, 400, 600 roentgen) and 

their effects.  

 The remaining part of Radioactive fallout takes on the character of an emotional 

education and a heavily normative instruction in preparedness. The film pre-enacts a 

scenario in which a 1MT H-bomb is dropped on the north German town of Kiel. Fallout 

is carried on a south-westerly wind to Denmark. In the detection and warning stage, 

civil defence is presented as an efficient and professional organization, just as in  

recruitment films. Yet, the authorities no longer resolve the crisis singlehandedly; rather 

they are commended for providing the warning that secures Danish citizens a fighting 

chance of survival. A stronger continuity concerns the attention to psychological 

reactions like panic or numbing, the encouragement to continue daily (economic) 

activity and a constant stress on preparedness, though this is now also a responsibility of 

the individual citizen. As fallout arrives in the south eastern part of provincial Denmark 

– precisely as predicted by authorities – the speaker intones that ‘from now on it is first 

and foremost in the hands of the individual whether effective protection is possible’.69 

On the television screen, the citizen-viewer encounter appropriate behaviour to be 

 

protection measures against radioactivity. Old film records, ‘Radioaktivt nedfald’, DGFO, 
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69 Radioactive Fallout (1961), 10:28-10:33. 



emulated, learn about the importance of shelter and (begin to) prepare emotionally for 

submersion. The performativity of the film lies both in its specification of an elaborate 

scenario of nuclear war and in its affective and practical demonstration of a proper 

individual response. 

 When fallout arrives, the film turns darker: shots of a deserted provincial town are 

accompanied by the sounds of the siren and ominous music. As the camera moves 

underground, life continues but the toll of a prolonged stay in a shelter comes clearly 

into view. The citizens on screen appear deeply worried and wide-awake during nights 

in the shelter (see Figure 8). The crammed conditions and a bucket in the corner serving 

as a makeshift toilet drive home the point.  

 

[FIGURE 8] 

 

‘We have all become underground people’ (‘kældermennesker’), the speaker announces 

– a term that in the Danish language has connotations to pessimism, self-pity and 

misanthropy.70 When the scenario takes a turn for the worse and citizens learn (through 

their battery-powered radios) that they are to stay submerged for a total of four days and 

that subsequent release from this precaution will be gradual, the speak moves quickly to 

dispel any resignation by intoning that the citizens depicted in the film are actually 

privileged: many will not be prepared to the same degree. The small three-man crew of 

a fishing vessel (not unlike the Lucky Dragon of the Castle Bravo test in 1954) returns 

to harbour and illustrates the point. They are informed about the situation and asked to 

 

70 Ibid., 19:17-19:25. The term is associated with Dostoyevsky’s Notes from the Underground 

(1864) which carried the title ‘Kældermennesket’ in Danish.  



avoid contact with fellow citizens. Through telephone they are instructed to undress, 

wash thoroughly, change clothes and then otherwise ‘handle then situation as well as 

you can – for now’.71 Life in the open, outside the reach of modern communication 

technology, carries risk.  

 In contrast to the less detailed and more sanguine leaflet,72 the film generated less 

controversy. On the political left, the reception was predictably mixed. Carl Scharnberg, 

the leader of Campaign Against Nuclear Arms (Kampagnen mod Atomvåben, an 

organization modelled on the British Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament), conceded 

that the film – on its own terms – was reasonable. Considering, however, that the 

scenario was naïve and constructed, the film was ‘ridiculous’ and efforts ought to be 

concentrated on removing the danger.73 A reviewer in Frit Danmark, a publication that 

took a strong interest in nuclear weapons, pointed to omissions in the film (it was silent, 

for example, on the need for ventilation in shelters), but otherwise sought to reject the 

film’s domestication of a whole series of ‘unreal realities’ about nuclear war.74 Two of 

the most prominent center-right broadsheets, however, bought into the rationale of the 

 

71 Radioactive fallout (1961), 18:33-18:37. 

72 Bjørnsson et. al, ‘Hvis krigen kommer’.  

73 ‘Kampagnen mod atomvåben maa vække til debat’, Skive Folkeblad, 25 May 1962.  

74 Birgit Nystad, ‘Fra vort kælderdyb’, Frit Danmark 20, no. 10 (January 1962), 14-15. The 

same issue carried an article by Villum Hansen entitled ‘Civil Defence – Illusion or 

Realism?’. Nystad welcomed the film’s candidness about the threat, which she considered a 

harbinger of future protests. 



film’s pre-enactment and described it as a ‘realistic film’ that no one could accuse of 

‘unreal optimism’ and as a piece of ‘shocking realism’.75  

 The film’s precarious and bleak universe was visually assisted by panoramas of a 

deserted and contaminated urban post-war landscape. Recovery would be a slow 

process, a point driven home by the appearance of full-suited cyborgs measuring 

radioactivity levels in Nakskov, the X-town of this scenario. ‘Everywhere, we must be 

on guard for the traces of radioactivity’, the speaker intoned (see figure 9).  

 

[FIGURE 9] 

 

By the 1960s, then, visual pre-enactment for preparedness became infused with risk, 

uncertainty and a less self-assured tone. Cancer, leukaemia and negative consequences 

for human genetics would follow in the wake of nuclear war and for those reasons 

alone, it had to be averted. Yet, the risk was apparent. Political tensions and sabre-

rattling continued, which in turn seemed to require a visualization of the future and the 

anticipatory action of an entire nation and its individual citizens. This was the logic of 

civil defence and its visual culture in the early 1960s. 

 

Conclusion 

In the fall of 1967, Peter Watkins’ film The War Game (1965) reached Denmark at a 

time when immediate fears of a nuclear pandemonium had receded somewhat. The 

attention accorded to the film derived in large part from the decision of the BBC to 

 

75 ‘Realistisk film om radioaktivt nedfald’, Berlingske Tidende, 5 October 1961, 6; ‘Rystende 

realisme’, Jyllands-Posten, 8 December 1961, 12.  



censor its broadcast. Both civil defence officials and filmmakers were keen to cast their 

eyes on it as was, it turned out, the cinema-going population. Read in the context of how 

nuclear war had been rendered visible to the Danish population, especially through civil 

defence communication during the previous two decades, it is little wonder that 

Watkins’ dramatic film was interpreted as documentary and infused with qualities of 

realism and authenticity. Exploiting the technique of pre-enactment – for purposes of 

shock rather than mobilization or reassurance – the film was received in the Danish 

public sphere as a deeply disturbing yet also authentic projection of nuclear war. Finer 

distinctions about targeting assumptions and civil defence capabilities in Denmark and 

Britain were lost, as the film was read as a dystopian reminder of human fallibility and 

the momentous risks afflicting the modern world.76  

 The visual literacy that informed this reception of Watkins film may have its roots 

in the multifaceted forms of visual communication produced by Danish civil defence 

during the early Cold War. While produced for a range of purposes and using several 

types of media, it was dominated by practices and visual techniques of pre-enactment, 

which I have defined as the action or process of visualizing, performing and/or 

rehearsing a possible, future event. In this article, I have charted a broadly chronological 

development of this phenomenon in the visual culture of civil defence – from an 

abstract depiction of future total war drawing heavily on recent experience towards a 

 

76 I thank Rosanna Farbøl for directing my attention to the Danish reception of Watkins’ film. 

See, for example, Frederik G. Jungersen, ‘Advarsel mod ny verdenskrig’, Berlingske 

Tidende, 30 November 1967, 7; Pim, ‘Vis den i TV’, Information, 30 November 1967, 7; 

Flemming Behrendt ‘Vil de overlevende misunde de døde?’, Berlingske Aftenavis, 1 

December 1967, 4.  



pre-occupation with the properties of atomic and thermonuclear weaponry and warfare. 

Policy adjustments inspired by technological developments were reflected on screen but 

visual productions were also influenced by available media technologies, shortages of 

information, a path-dependency resulting from existing conceptions, capabilities, 

planning assumptions as well as a powerful, affective unease about panic and morale 

(see table 1 for an analytical summary).  

 

[TABLE 1] 

 

Thus, in pre-enacting catastrophes on screen, civil defence operated under strictures that 

were more than filmic, but which can nevertheless be understood – paraphrasing 

Rosenstone – as ‘rules of engagement with the future’.77 These rules informed practices 

and techniques of pre-enactment and changed gradually during the early nuclear age.  

 It was characteristic of the visual culture of Danish civil defence, that it 

introduced the adult Danish population – as volunteers, prospective volunteers and, 

especially in the early 1960s, as citizens – to a series of projections of future 

catastrophes. Though they had not arrived, the various kinds of pre-enactment analysed 

in this article made such futures present and prompted viewers to see civil defence and 

themselves in particular ways. Citizens, personnel and volunteers were, in short, 

prompted to inhabit and exercise a catastrophic future. Based on the available sources, 

we know more about the intentions that informed this visual culture than we know 

about its reception, especially in the wider population. There is no guarantee that the 

audience that was assumed in this visual culture responded as civil defence authorities 

 

77 Rosenstone, History on Film/Film on History, xxi, 8.  



and filmmakers envisioned. Yet there is little doubt that practices and techniques of pre-

enactment constituted a central means of infusing the imaginary war with a realism 

designed to grab attention and anticipate action. As a practice, pre-enactment closely 

followed the rationale of the exercise. As a visual technique, its power derived from a fit 

with public concerns and from the documentary genre’s connotations with realism and 

authenticity. While public appetite for civil defence continued to disappoint authorities, 

the visual culture of civil defence may have had more success in shaping the Danish 

imagination of nuclear war. In seeking to recruit, instruct and inform, visual pre-

enactment almost came to constitute a new kind of documentary dominated not by ‘the 

creative treatment of actuality’ in Grierson’s famous formulation, but rather by ‘the 

creative treatment of an actual possibility’.78  

 

 

78 For the original formulation, see John Grierson, ‘The Documentary Producer’, Cinema 

Quarterly 2 (1933), 7-9. 
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